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-Reserch and Programming Report 
Noted: Gaia----the name comes from Greek earth goddess. 
It is a hypothesis argues that the Earth can be regarded as if it were a single living organism…一 a 
superorganism, composed of interrelated parts. All parts help to regulate and balance the planet via 
feedback mechanisms thus sustaining life as we all know it. In this sense, the Earth is "alive" because it 
Is "autopietic", i.e. self re-newing: it can repair its own body and grow by virtue of the earth's own make 
up and laws. 
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street in between the site ans Sogo --Lockhart 
V 
The Site 
The site is located at the very heart of Causeway Bay which is between the Jumbo Sogo depart-
ment store and Wolrd Trade Center. It is one of the most crowded street in Causeway Bay and 
out there where the triangle of Sogo, and Island Center are, the air pollution index is always the 
highest. 
The existing buildings on the site are 5 to 12 storey old buildings with residential above small 
botiques or restaurant on the ground floor. What is special about the site is that it is familiar with 
most of the shopper in Causeway Bay and many people would pass through that area everday. 
The street between the site and Jumbo Sogo department store (sections of LockhartRoad) is 
allways jammed with taxis, light weight lorries and private cars in the evening and at night. This 
together with the crowded pedestrians causing an unpleasant environemnt to wonder about, al-
ways busy and polluted. 
Since the site now are sourrounded by many newly built high rises, it has a big development 
potential into offices and shopping malls. 
Reasons for chossing the site/ urban site 
1. When thought of environment and ecology, people in Hong Kong would always associate 
them with countryside and natural reserves，but there is also the urban environment and 
urban ecology. Environmental education should not just focus on countryside. 
2. To set up an environmental center in the very center of Hong Kong helps to increase the 
publicity of environmental issues which is usually overlooked. The center in city also attracts 
more people to come and participate in the activities. 
3. Causeway Bay is a very successful commercial and residential mix use zone in Hong Kong, 
and shoppers' paradise for both locals and tourists. It is also the place where the air pollution 
index is the highest. To set up an 
pollution and the environment 
makes a big statement in 
Road 
m 
Design Concept and Development 
Mission 
1. To develop and urban oasis in the very heart of Causeway Bay commercial district so as to 
raise the awareness of the public about environment and ecology. 
2. To set up an environmental center as live demonstration of environmental issues and design. 
3. To set up an environment in contrast to the pushing throngs and tension of everyday life in one 
of Hong Kong's busiest commercial, shopping and residential mix use district through the 
sight, sound, smell and touch of nature and greeneries. 
、(一 
Urban strategy 
Simple urban strategy to improve the existing environ-
ment and as live demonstration of environmental issues 
and design: 
1. Pedestrianization of the street facing the development 
and Jumbo Sogo department store. Re-routing of 
vehiculartraffic. 
2. Landscaping of the pedestrian walkway including 
planting, adding street furniture and street paving. 
3. Set up examples of pedestrianization for other parts 
of Causeway Bay or other busy and crowded dis-
tricts inHong Kong, eg. Mo 
sri, J 
alur 、、 
Section of Lockhart Road facing 
Sogo before—with many pedestrians, and cars 
After—all pedestrian walkway with land-
scape 
Traffic re-routing 
G/F treatmemt of the center 
stage 2 
Demolish the hige rise residen-
tial-一-Yee On Mension 
fEi. wsrwrr 
Keep the high rise residential 
Design Development 
Stage 1 
The very first idea is to set up green linkages between the 
three major zones in Causeway Bay from Victoria Park 
to the Sogo triangle and then to Times Square. To intro-
duce greenaries into these areas to arouse public's at-
tention about environment and to set up urban oasis along 
the way. It also helps to introduce more public and shop-
pers to the park. 
Stage 2 
However, it then becomes difficult to set up all these link-
ages because there is nothing else to do except for mas-
sive landscaping and some other major changes along 
the way. Then the direction shifted and a decision was 
made to built an environmental center or an installation. 
The current site is chosen because it is halfway between 
the Victoria Park and Times Square and reason men-
tioned earlier. 
Stage 3 
There were in the beginning many struggles and two dif-
ferent approaches the first one is to demolish all the 
building of the site, then to connect the space in between 
Sogo and World Trade Center to form an urban piazza or 
keep the high rise residential building (Yee On Mansion) 
and only demolish the older and lower buildings. The sec-
ond one is to built a brand new environmental center with 
a sharp image or to incorporate the new building into the 
existing one by keeping parts of the existing building, 
forming a contextual develpomement. 
Stage 4 
Finally decision was made to keep the existing residen-
tial high rise (Yee On Mansion) because it contains a 
very important portion of Causeway Bay's local popula-
tion which adds to Causeway Bay's mix use quality. The 
roof garden of the new environmental center would be the 
focus of public space. 
A brand new center with a sharp image and a high profile 
would be built versus a more contextual one because it is 
important to make a strong statement to the public about 
environmental issues and to attract their attention. 
However, some consideration are given to the new center 
to make it more contextual: 
The ground floor of the new center would be aa combina-
tion of shops,exhibition galleries, photo gallery and cafes. 
It is the little shops at ground floor that contributes to the 
lively and vibrant street life that attracts so shoppers then. 
It is important that the new center still keep this to attract 
more public to come and also as an introduction to green 
consumerism and environmentalism. 
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study sketches of podium facade Roof garden 
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Design concept 
The whole development as urban oasis，a city lung，as 
a big air mask for the polluted area of Causeway bay. 
There would be different treatment of the building to dem-
onstrate environmental design and environmental issues. 
Design 
The design is a podium like development with an office 
tower to the north and podium environmental center to 
the south. 
The section of Lockhart Road between the center and 
Sogo is converted to pesdestrian walkway and land-
scaped in terms of plants, street furniture,paving are pro-
vided in orderto improve the environment. 
A small piazza is created at the east corner of the center 
as a small gathering place to relief the ever congested 
Sogo "waiting" area and as environmental fomm for the 
exchange and express of relevant ideas. A roof garden at 






and organic farm 
Office Resource Center 
Daylight, food, combustion, 
computer simulation and 




Theme Exhibition Halls 






Shops at ground floor( including 
center's soveniers and book 
shop) 
Environmetal Art Gallery 
Photo Gallery 
Commercial offices for lease. The tenants have to 
comply to certain environmental rules and they would 
leam about environmental mangement. 
Roof garde and cafe for th erelaxation and enjoyment of 
th epublic, free of charge. 
Organic farm as educational facility about ecoloy and 
nature, also sells fresh vetables and flowers. Public 
have to pay to get in. Guided tour provided. 
Where you leran all the matters of office ecology and 
how to construct an environmental friendly office, open 
to public as well as private firms. Consultancy services 
provided with charges. 
Provide customer service and advice to professionals 
and general public withcharges. 
Conduct environmental reserach and urban ecology 
survey. 
Opens to both the public and professionals, it contains 
an advance audio^visual room and cmputer room. 
Different exhibitios with specific topics and contanly 
changes. 
Permanent disply with hands-on exhibits. 
For environmental education classes. 
Environmental art and other functions 
Could be lease out 
Promote green consumerism 
Maintain the vibrant street live and attract peopel to 
come, alsoreact to the context of Causweway Bay 
Environmental art display and for sale,encourage public 
involment 
Display of photos related to environmenati issues, 
arouse public attention and awareness 
Oxygen bar and cafe 
Small piazza 
Home Resource Center 
As gathering plac eof people, relief th econgested Sogo 
"waiting area" 
Outdoor demonstration area. 
As forum for the public and environmentalists to ex-
press and exchange their ideas and concers in environ-
mental issues, encourage public participation. 
All the things you want o know about an environmen-
tally friendly home/ house/ apartment, customer 
services provided. 
Scenario of the Gaia Environmental Center 
The center opens at 10am in the morning and closes at 10pm. The photo gallery and the atrium 
would be dedicated as public access and so would remain opened for 24 hours a day The roof 
garden is a public park free of charge but it'll be closed at night at 10 pm. 
The organic urban farm located at teh rooftop would be an educational facility featuring in ecology 
and environment which requires charges. It also sefis fresh vegetables and flowers as “ you pick" 
style at a favourable price.A丨丨 are welcomed to the centeras individauls or community visits there 
are guided tours for students and other communities. ， 
The theme exhibitions halls in the center feature the hottest environmental topics both in Hong 
Kong and the world. The permanent exhibition halls aand exhibitions aim at educating the public 
to know more about the existing world and Hong Kong environmental situation in general. Moreover, 
there would be demonstrations of various kind to allow for interaction and involvement of the 
public. The center would also organize courses and workshops to educate the public about 
environmental issues. It would also co-operate with other associations and communities to orga-
nize joint events such as environmental art competition and recycling campaigns. 
The center would be the forum of the environmentalists and groups or interested individuals to 
express and exchange their ideas. 
Some areas of the center would be free of charge but some the public have to pay admission 
charges，depends on what kind of program and it is flexible. The daily operating cost of the center 
and the funding would partly come from these admission charges, the services the center provides, 
sponsorship from commercial companies and the public's donation and it would be run by an 
independent committee free of the government or other communities. 
The pedestrian walkway between the center and Sogo department Store is a public open space 
which does not belong to the center. It belongs to all the properties that surround it. New pro-
grams would be introduced to charge the maintenance of this pedestrian street to surrounding 
property owners. These commerdal shops should also make contribution to the environment. In 
future, in similar high density residentia丨/commercial zones, developers werB permitted additional 
floor area in exchange for any sidewalk/plaza spaces added to the public realm. 
Construction 
Although there is a more environmental friendly method of building the centeras prefabrication, 
the traditional method of on site construction was selected because of economic considerations. 
The center as an institution and with money mainly coming from donation and sponsorship, it 
would not have enough finance forthe high-tech, expensive prefabrication constojction method.'ln 
Hong Kong worker are not familiar with the new building technology and it is faster to use the 
tradrtional method. 
However, good management of site control also helps recycling of the building materials, 
provide safe and good treatment forthe construction rubbish, causing minimum disturbance to 
neighboring properties in terms of sound, dust and rubbish. The center would use environmental 







Solar Study Sketches 
Winter Soltice 12 to 3pm sun 
SummerSoltica 12 to 3pm sun 
Solar study pictures 
A conclusion and observation is derived ——there is very little sunlight to the east side of the 
center because of the many high rises at that side. 
There is plenty of sunshine in the afternoon from 12pm to 3pm throughout the year to the west and 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There is no big discovery but greeneries indeed helps to make the environment clean both 
physically and psychologcally. The people in Hong Kong need ti be more aware of their urban 
envrionment as well as countryside. Also, pedestrianization of street, even partially would be a 
good idea to keep the environment out of pollution. It also create a relaxing and welcoming 
atmosphere. As the devlopment in Hong Kong nowsdays concers mostly with commercia 
potential and value, it's time we consider other values as well. We should Inveatigate the 
possibility of green development in a site so that in the end the whole development is 
sustainble. 
Landscaping and planting though seem subtle sometimes, they do make a diffrence to the 
environment and people woul dwelcome it and enjoy them. Sometimes woth more consider-
ation and a senitive heart, an environment could be improved a lot. 
This thesis though is completed for the time being, further studies and design could be added 
into it, such as th euse of materials in moredetail and exploration in the technology side of the 
building and environmental measures. 
There is a very good suggestion from architect Mr Anthony Ng he said that the 
design could be pushed further in not just making an office tower. The tower could be 
a mix use one including residential, commercial, entertainment, offices, etc. just like 
the existing condition of Causeway Bay. Then the relationships in between these 
zones or areas could be further explored in an environmental aspect. The whole 
development would become a live demonstration of every aspect of environmental 
design and issues. 
Design Report J 
Presentation and final products 
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£ v e r y b o d y t a l k s a b o u t t h e 
mer i t . 
" a t u r a l l y , 
1/ e n o m o u s m a c h i n e s a n d t o x i c 
schemes of 
/ n d u s t r y gone mad spo i l ing every th ing , 
R ush ing in to n e w s l ike somebody ac-
c iden ta l l y h i t fas t - fo rward . 
Ou r f lora, fauna, fea thered f l i gh t in dan-
ger of demise . . . 
“ o o n e w a n t s t o s a c r i f i c e c o n v e -
n iences, e lus ive f ree t ime . 
/If aybe someone e lse wH丨 keep an eye 
out , w h i l e w e s leep. Oh yes， 
e v e r y b o d y j a w s out about th is prec ious 
env i ronmen t 
N o w and then. Natura l ly . 
T alk is cheap. 
£ 
To raise the em/ironmental awareness of the gen-
eral public to make them more aware of and gm-
i /ersfariwfenvironmental issues in global and local 
perspectives, then to applyt\\e\r knowledge to con-
tribute to our environment. Also to research and de-
velope the environmnetal technology in Hong Kong. 
銅鑼灣今明 iHM惡劣 
污染指數達⑶：⑴肺f 
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To create an alternative environment that is in 
contrast with the pushing thongs and tension of 
everyday life through sight, sound, smell and 
An environmental center as live demonstra-




Encourage stack effect, enhance natural ventilation. 
Also, introduce natural light into the building. 
immmm/////////// 
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Roof top cafe relief urban stress. 
Urban organic farming on roof top, introuducint nature into the con-
gested urban environment. Create habitate for urban wildlife, could 
act as an educational facility. ’ 
Pedestrianzation of street and landscaping/courtyard 
Reduce cars and pollution. Improve environemnt, air quality and 
micro-climate. 
Courtyard provide resting palce for the shoppers and workers of 
offices nearby. 
It is a comprehensive green development consist of grounf 
floor commercial shops, an office tower and an environmental 
center. Most important it create an urban oasis, an biig air 
bubble in the ever polluted commercial center of CausewayBay. 
It create an alternate environment of a different sound, sight, 
smell and touch that of nature and greenaries. 
The center and tower is a live demonstration of environemntal 
design and how could us improve the urban environmnet 
West Facade 
Water cascading down from roof as sun shading device against 
the western sun. It also allows light to come into the building 
and blocks out the traffic noise along Cannon Street. 
Different facade treatment for 
different orientation. Using envi-
ronmental friendly materials 





Signage board to catch the attention of passer-by. 
Small piazza in the front reliefs the congested shoppping area, allows 
for outdoor demonstration of the center and acts as enviroenmental 
forum. ‘ 
South Facade 
Trellis planting for sun shading purpose, also the set back allow 
daylight to come into the building. 
North Facde 
A photo gallery is created along the north facade allow natural 
light to flood in. 
A passage goes through the atrium along south-north 
orientation, allow people to pass through into the urban oasis. 
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The whole development consists of one office towe and a low rise 4 to 5 storey environmental center. The whole 
development is landscaped to various degree that it is like an urban oasis, an urban lung in the very heart of 
Causeway Bay. 
The podium level of 4 to 5 storeys are the enviroenmental center with exhibition halls, customer service centers 
concerning environmental issues, some commercial shops, galleries, cafes, bars and a roof deck garden. The main 
facade which is the south facade which is covered by trllies of plants to act as sun shadings and to allow the sun 
light to come in . The big glass block of the atrium and the circulation ramps results in stack effect and thus 
enhance the natural ventilation of the building. 
The tower splits into 2 twin buildings with a naturally ventilated corridor in the middle and naturally ventilated 
escape staircase at two sides. The south twoer is 30 storeys and the north one is 25 storeys with a roof garden on 
the top. Therefore, the higer portion of south tower could have a nice view to the sea and the roof garden. Also, at 
the tower top there are photovoltic solar cells to collect solar energy as alternative energy usage. 
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Plant ing t re l l is 
En_r>mehtal friendly 
claclding nateriali “ 
Planting trough 
section of podium south 十aciide 
1:S0 
/Summer Sofe'ce 2pm sun 
V t^er soltice 2 pm sun 
Louvers tor sun shading 
Environmnetal 什 ifcndjy 
boilding fnaterials 
Typical wfndow section of office tower 
1:50 
Interior montage of exhibition hall 
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Offices, Santiago, Chile 
Location: Santiago, Chile 
Architect: Enrique Browne, Borja Huidobro 
In Santiago which lies on a latitude of 33 degrees south, 
the climate is intensely hot and dry, so sun shading is 
very important. In this office building, the long east eleva-
tion is glazed, with views out to the mountains. The curved 
west fagade is stepped back in three sections, and 
crowned by a overhanging roof. In Santiago, westerly fa-
cades are particularly vulnerable to solar gain and 
overheating, so the west elevation is protected by an outer 
screen of planted trellis. Varying between four and two 
storeys in height, the trellis frames are set around 1.5m 
beyond an inner skin of double glazed, low-emissivity 
panels. However, the planting takes time to develop and 
after four years, it is fully established, creating a luxuriant 
green screen that has been calculated to reduce solar 
gain by 60%. The west -facing offices enjoy the benefits 
of greenery and light magically filtered through the planted 
trellis. 
The planting changes with the seasons, animating the 
curve fagade with color and life and its seems to be a 
building that improves with age. 
juilding outlooK showing 
the landscaped west facade 




sketches of hanging garden configurations Building section 
British Pavilion 
Location: Seville, Spain, 1992 
Architect: Nicolas Grimshaw and Partners 
Seville is the hottest city in Europe, with temperatures 
often reaching 45 degree Celsius during the summer. To 
control the effects of climate in hot countries heavy ma-
sonry constructions is traditionally used., but the tempo-
rary nature of Expo pavilions Implied a lightweight, de-
mountable structure instead of using thermal mass as an 
environmental regulator. 
There is a giant water wall on the east elevation of the 
building. Sheets of water ripple down the glazed wall into 
a pool. The presence of water has an instant psychologi-
cal and physical cooling effect. The translucent waterwall 
also allows natural light to come into the building. Energy 
to operate the system of water pumps is generated by 
solar panels on the building roof. On the west fagade, the 
side most vulnerable to overheating, Grimshaw device his 
own version of thermal mass using shipping containers 
filled with water. All the building components are fabri-






Chestnut Street Park 
Location: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Landscape Architect: The Delta Group 
Philadelphia's Penjerdel Foundation has made its privately 
financed and owned Chestnut Park one of downtown's 
most heavily trafficked and pleasant shortcuts. 
Formally the park was used as a surface parking lot. Af-
ter the park was completed, a new store was built adja-
cent to it. Thus, the new green space links Chestnut, a 
bust shopping street, with a service alley in mid-block, 
then the large open plaza adjacent to the United Engi-
neers Building. 
Local plant and building materials were used throughout 
the park, including a local mica gneiss schist, which is 
embedded in the paving blocks and adds a glittery puno 
tuation. The pavers, cast in place, have a inch open 
joints every fourthscore line to provide more water and air 
for plant roots. 
Kaiser Resources Roof Garden 
Location: Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada 
Landscape Architect: Theodore Osmundson & 
Associates 
The roof garden is located on one of the new the Kaiser 
Resources new headquarters in the Crown Life Place 
building in Vancouver, B.C.. 
The roof in the first beginning was not designed for any 
roof gardens. It was a 31x160 ft. roof design as a 
prestressed 11 inch thick concrete slab with no col-
umns supporting it. Built like a drum head, it was 
supported only at its outer edges with no structural 
members beneath. Its surface was sealed against 
leaks by a tar and fabric membrane protected by a two 
centrally located roof drains. One fire exit existed with 
no further access to the roof. The surrounding parapet 
wall was 26 in. high. 
Six separate schemes, including weight analyses for 
each，were prepared and presented to the client. The 
final decision was that a natural garden was built to 
hold parties for company guests as well as day-to-day 
enjoyment for the executives and employees. The roof 
garden with the water feature, various trees, timber 
decking has indeed create a pleasant an 
ment for the staff to gather in an urban a 
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The Best of Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 
E verybody talks about the environment. 
N aturally. 
\ / enomous machines and toxic schemes of 
/ ndustry gone mad spoiling everything, 
/ ? ushing into news like somebody accidentally hit fast-forward. 
O ur flora, fauna, feathered flight in danger of demise... 
N 0 one wants to sacrifice conveniences, elusive free time. 
M aybe someone else will keep an eye out, while we sleep. Oh yes, 
E verybody jaws out about this precious environment 
N ow and then. Naturally. 
Talk is cheap. 
-Kate Potte 
Summit Station, Pennsylvania 
m m Prosranitniiis Rep^rtVtssue 
•0 
Prologue 




ntinents ride in a slow 
amies surface and 
web, lies fragile 
Council 1991 
"Environmental' 
a lack of informati^,' 
lifestyle of the modem 權為A: 
ichnology, or from 
；ch. It stems from the 
^bm its basic beliefs•” 




































































































































































































































































































































































2.0 GLOBAL AGENDA 
" The Earth is one but the world is not. We all de-
pend on one biosphere for sustaining our lives. 11 
Toward a Sustainable World, Urban Council 
1991 
Forty years ago, most environmental and resources prob-
lem were localised. Now our impacts on Earth's natural 
systems are increasingly regional and global. Burning of 
one-timed deposits of fossil fuels and cutting down and 
burning forests faster then they are replenished, add 
carbon dioxide to the lower atmosphere. Earth's climate 
becomes warmer and warmer--greenhouse effect-
-, within the next forty years. If such a rapid change in 
Earth's climate takes place, it will disrupt our ability to 
grow enough food, alter the distribution of water, and 
make some densely populated areas uninhabitable ei-
ther from lack of water or from flooding if average sea 
level rises. 
Burning of fossil fuels not only depleting the non-renew-
able resources we have, we are also causing extensive 
air and water pollution, land disruption. 
The chemical we put in water is endangering the water 
organisms and causes tremendous water pollution and 
may bring disruption to our ecosystem. 
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about 8.1 million sq. km of one pro-
ductive land (crop land, forests, 
grasslands) have become desert 
in the last 50 years. 
About 61000 sq. m of new desert 
are formed. 
Each year about 171 OOOsq. km of 
tropical forest are destroyed and 
another 171000aq.km are de-
graded. 
Between 25% and 500/0 of the 
world's wetlands have been 
drained, built upon or seriously 
polluted 
Each year, 5 million die from pre-
ventable water-borne diseases. 
The Green House effect may raise 
the average temperature of Earth's 
lower atmosphere several degrees 
between now and 2050. 
The ozone is depleted faster than 
it is formed and becoming thinner 
and thinner. The will cause in-
creases in akin cancer, and eye 
cataracts, and our immune-system 
defenses against many infectious 
diseases will be weakened. 
Each year, an estimated 36500 
species of plants and animals be-
come extinct. If deforestation, de-
sertification, and destruction of 
wetlands and coral reefs continue 
at present rate, al least 500,000 
and perhaps 1 million species will 
become extinct in the next 20 
years. 






An estimated 16 million people 
have lost their homes and land be-
cause of 
environmental degradation world-
wide. These people are now the 
world's largest class of refugees. 
At least 1.2 billion people-more 
than one of every four--live in 
absolute poverty. 
Men is gradually depleting the re-
newable energy and resources of 
the earth. The developed western 
countries in particular use twice to 
three times as much energy and 
resources as the developing Asian 
and African countries. 
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2.2 World Effort in Saving Earth (Global Environmental Outlook 1997) 
World Overview 
The Global Environment Outlook -1 Report shows that significant process has been made in 
the last decade in confronting environmental challenges in both developing and industrial re-
gions. World -wide, the greatest progress has been in the realm of institutional developments, 
international co-operation, public participation, and the emergence of private-sector action. Le-
gal frameworks, economic instruments, environmentally sound technologies, and cleaner pro-
duction processes have been developed and applied. Environmental impact assessment have 
become standard tools for the initiation, implementation, and evaluation of major development 
and investment projects in many countries around the world. 
As a result, several countries report marked progress in curbing environmental pollution and 
slowing the rate of resources degradation as well as reducing the intensity of resources used. 
The rate of environmental degradation in several developing countries has been slower than 
that experienced by industrial countries when they were at a similar stage of economic develop-
ment. 
Internationally, Agenda 21-the plan of action adopted by Governments in 1992 in Rio de 
Janeiro-provides the global consensus on the road map towards sustainable development. 
Since Rio, growing body of actors--Governments, non-governmental organizations, the pri-
vate sector, civil society, and the scientific and research community --have responded to 
environmental challenges in a variety of ways and have taken great strides towards incorporat-
ingenvironmental considerations in their day-today activities. 
Nevertheless, despite this progress on several fronts, from a global perspective the environ-
ment has continue to degrade during the past decade, and significant environmental problems 
remain deeply embedded in the socio-economical fabric of nations in all regions. 
Framework of the global environment outlook process 
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Regional Overview 
Regional Environmental Trends 
Environmental Regional Policy Responses 
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Reality 
There is a wide gap between what has been done so far 
and what is realistically needed. Progress towards a glo-
bal sustainable future is just too slow because of the 
following reasons: 
1. There is the lack of a sense of urgency. 
2. The fund and political will nationally and internation-
ally are not determine enough to address the most 
pressing environmental issues, even though technol-
ogy and knowledge are available to do so. 
3. The recognition of environmental issues as neces-
sarily long-term and cumulative, with serious global 
and security implications, remained limited. 
4. The reconciliation between environment and trade is 
still a big challenge. 
5. A general lack of sustained interest in global and long-
term environmental issues remain a problem to envi-
ronmental progress internationally. 
6. Global governance structures and global environmen-
tal solidarity remain too weak to make progress a 
world-wide reality. 
Future 
1. In the future, the continued degradation of natural re-
sources, shortcomings in environmental responses, 
and renewable resource constrains may increasingly 
lead to food insecurity and conflict situations. 
2. Changes in global biogeochemical cycles and the 
complex interactions between environmental prob-
lems such as climate change, ozone depletion, and 
acidification may have impacts that will confront lo-
cal, regional, and global communities with situations 
they are not prepared for. 
3. Previously unknown risks to human health are be-
coming evident from the cumUlative and persistent 
effects as a whole range of chemicals, particularly 
the persistent organic pollutants. 
4. The effects of climate variability and change are al-
ready increasing the incidence of familiar public health 






chemicals in polluted water 
Skin cancer 
"There was an environment 
fore human beings and there 
will be an environment after human be-
ings. So, what's the big deal?" 
Peter KohlsaaVModem Times Syndicate 
Buy, Buy, Buy!! 
Kings Features Syndicate 
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2.3 Environmentalism and Environmental Education 
Development in Environmentalism 
There is at least four distinct stages in conservation history and environmental activism: 
1. Pragmatic resources conservation 
2. Moral and aesthetic nature preservation 
3. A growing concern about health and ecological damage cause by pollution 
4. Global environmental citizenship 
Gaia Hypothesis 
"The name is taken from Greek earth goddess. This hypothesis argues that the Earth can be 
regarded as if it were a single living organism -a "superoranism", composed of interrelated 
parts. All parts help to regulate and balance the planet via feedback mechanisms, thus sustain-
ing life as we know it. In this sense, only, the earth is "alive" because it is "autopoietic", that is, 
self-renewing: it can repair its own "body" and grow by processing materials. This happens 
neither by pure chance nor by outside design, but only by virtue of earth's own make-up and 
laws." 
-"Modem Environmentalism. An Introductionn by David Pepper 
»t~1910st ~T~E 'Rms~ CMEM~ JAMiS WlEi.OlK ANI) AMGRICAN " 
B'~~. ~~N .. MAR6U1..ISPROPOSeP.1J.f~ . GAlA· (Wt-Vlol) . ' , " ' '. 
Nyp(lrNkf/~: ,"Iller SU",ST, TJ.iAT T~ WORJ,.p 
, ~ 'A}J 'NTeRlON~ecm>. '\()~fcAI: "I~t 
',WWJIl ~E saENTKTS &At.U;P"~ AF1lR 
,Tf.IE, ~E~ .~' ~~. 
, tl4': UJA ~,sfsSAYS,1lIAT L.WI~ ' SYSTEMS '£:rAi 'QJVI1!ONNNtAL ' 
~LA't()Rf, ~URIN6 1lIAT '~~fCAL LEVeLi ,STAY , wnluN' ttA\rr~' ',: :" , ' 
CON~anAL ~To ~A~S"~11t 
The Cartoon guide to the Environment 
Larry Gonick & Alice Outwater 
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Learning about plants and animals, and the physical systems that support them. 
Field Work 
Led by "experts" with a particular academic focus--biology. 
Outdoor/Adventure Education 
Increasing use of the natural environmental/outdoor education centers--centers for 
developing awareness through practical activity and investigation. 
Conservation Education 
Teaching about conservation issues. 
Urban Studies 
Study of the built environment 
Global Education 
A wider vision of environmental issues. 
Development Education 
Environmental education has a political dimension. 
Values Education 
The clarifying of values through personal experience. 
Action Research 
Community problem-solving. Pupil-led problem solving and action, aimed at the Reso-
lution of socio-environmental problems. 
Empowerment 
Communication, capacity-building, problem solving and action, aimed the resolution 
of socio-environmental problems. 
Education for a Sustainable Future 
Participatory action. Relevant approaches to changing behaviors and resolving eco-
logical problems 
Community of Partners? 
Pupils, students, teachers, NGOs, politicians--working together to identify and re-
solve socio-ecological problems? 
"Environmental Education in the 21st CenturY' by Joy A Palmer 
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3.0 HONG KONG AGENDA· 
" Think global/y, act local/y. " 
-Rene Dubos 
3.1 Environmental Protection in Hong Kong 
History of environmental protection in Hong Kong 
The earliest efforts by the Government to protect Hong Kong's environment were resulted from 
of the recommendations of a consultant, Mr. Osbert Chadwick, who was sent from England in 
1881 to "enquire and report on the sanitary condition of the Territory". Chadwick's report led to 
the creation of a Sanitary Board, the forerunner of the present Urban Council. 
However, Chadwick's advice was not taken seriously because of the shortsightedness of Gov-
ernment officials and the low awareness of the seriousness of pollution. This finally led to an 
outbreak of bubonic plaque in 1894 killing 1000 people. This changed the community's percep-
tion and Chadwick's recommendations were implemented. 
In the following years, there was fragmentary activity on building additional sewerage, some 
provisions for dealing with the growing quantities of garbage. In 1959 Clean Air Ordinance to 
control dark smoke from factories was introduced- prompted by the dire effects of emissions 
from a number of coal-burning enameling factories in Tsuen Wan. 
Driven by the increasing manufacturing industry in Hong Kong in the late 1960's and the start of 
the world wide environmental movement and up till now, the government has set up various 




plaque in 1894 





Environmental Pollution Advisory Committee (EPCOM) 
-Published a review in 1977, stress on the urgency of developing a flexible 
framework for environmental planning and management, include setting priori-
ties and introducing necessary controls. 
Environmental Protection Unit 
-to formulate policies to protect the Territory's environment from excessive 
pollution and to co-ordinate activities of the various departments in the govern-
ment on pollution control works 
Environmental Protection Agency(EPA) 
-charged with developing a comprehensive program of measures to protect 
the environment from excessive pollution 
Environmental Protection Department (EPD) 
-has executive power to control pollution and to address future environmental 
concerns, publishes an annual report of HK's environmental situations in Envi-
ronment Hong Kong. 
(however; for the conservation of natural environment, the responsibility be-
longs to the Agriculture and Fisheries Department) 
White Paper 
First published in June 1989, explained the main problems and setout a comprehensive plan for 
tackling them over the next 10 years. The first review of progress on the White Paper was 
published in June 1991; the second in December 1993, the third in March 1996, and the fourth 
will be in February 1998. 
http://www.into.gov.hk/epd 
Government Policies 
Ten years ago, in an effort to address the environmental concern, the government published 
the 1989 White Paper Pollution in Hong Kong-A time to act. In this White Paper, the 
government for the first time outline a 1 O-year plan to improve the environment, reduce air, 
and water pollution, manage waste, educate the community and make Hong Kong a better 
place and better-planned city to live in. Since then, and up till now, the government has set 
out policies in the following aspects (for details please refer to the brochure published by the government-
-Environmental Protection enclosed in the appendix) 
1. Planning against pollution 
2. Legislation and pollution control in : 
• Air 
Air Pollution Control Ordinance 1983 
Smoky Vehicle Control Program 
Pilot Scheme of Using LPG in Taxis 1998 
• Waste 
Waste Disposal Ordinance 1980 
Dumping at Sea Ordinance 1995 
• Water 
Water Pollution Ordinance 1980 
• Noise 
Noise Pollution Ordinance 1989 
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3. Waste collection, treatment and disposal 
Waste Disposal Strategy 1989 
4. Environmental Monitoring and Investigations 
Air Pollution Index 1995 
Environmental Education in Hong Kong 
There is no independent subject for environmental education in Hong Kong schools. Environ-
mental education mostly occur in schools where it is understood as a cross-curricular theme-
-each subject area of the school curriculum focuses on and explores different aspects of 
human understanding and experience of the environment. 
However, too few people in the population at large have the chance to receive environmental 
education and if there ever is one it only exists as piecemeal and fragmented campaigns that 
occur through out the year. The environmental program at community level lacks co-ordination 
and focus with no input from communication professionals on ways to stimulate the community. 
The Public's and Business's Attitude 
The general attitude of the pubic in Hong Kong towards environmental protection is that it is the 
government's job. 
The situation is different for those living next to dangerous, industrial installations, such as gas 
and oil silos, or in highly polluted areas. Residents of highly polluted areas usually complain to 
their local district board or the EPD (Environmental Protection Department). Complaint figures 
from the EPD show an overwhelming majority in response to noise pollution (620/0) and the air 
pollution (30%). Only a relatively small percentage of complaints relate to water and refuse 
problems (1990 figures) 
A survey carried out in 1991 of the attitudes of 1527 people towards the environment by the 
Conservancy Association shows that "most of the respondents were unfriendly to the 
environment. ..... Most of them did not separate waste at home and did not know where to make 
complains on environmental problems; and even fewer had ever made complaints on environ-
mental problems." 
In contrast to its image as economic driven and capitalistic, Hong Kong in many ways has a 
stronger corporate environmental culture than other parts of Asia. However, it only refers to the 
fact that firms have shown a willingness to lend their names and often money to environmental 
activities. In addition, environmental auditing is slowly taking hold in Hong Kong, but only in 
some of the larger foreign and local corporation. 
In conclusion, the environmental awareness of the general public is still Iow. They some-
how aware that something has to be done to the environment but they don't have a 
whole picture. They would only talk and there is no actual action. One of the reason is 
that they don't know how to approach this issue because of limited exposure and lack of 
environmental education. 
Basically speaking, the environmental consciousness of business sector is better but 
only limited to some large international and local firms. A lot still need to be done to 
promote the environmental concern among the medium and small business sectors in 
Hong Kong 
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Hong Kong's Environmental Situation 
The natural world 
Hong Kong has wide areas of open hillsides--about 400/0 of its land area is designated as 
country park, fulfilling both a recreational and water catchment function. There are also the 
New Territories and out-lying islands area which is not densely populated compared to Hong 
Kong Island and Kowloon. However, because of the shortage of land and ever increasing popu-
lation in Hong Kong, these countryside are under great pressure of being developed. 
A little known feature of Hong Kong's coastline is that certain of its bays are home to the few 
remaining examples of temperate water coral in southern China. But because of increasing 
water pollution in Hong Kong, these areas are endangered. 
Hong Kong's few remaining marshlands in the north near China border provides a resting and 
feeding ground for more than 200 species of local and migratory birds. It is considered a wet-
land of international importance by local and foreign conservationists, but yet to be listed as 
such on the Ramsar Convention (a United Nations treaty protecting endangered habitats of 
waterfowl and migratory birds). The marshes are also close to expanding new developments in 
both the Hong Kong and Chinese territories. 
Regulations are now introduced to control the use of land in ecologically sensitive areas, such 
as undeveloped valleys and hillsides. It is because many of Hong Kong's farmers have con-
verted their farmlands and fish ponds to waste or container storage areas so that they could 
receive more rental income. Usually, the result has often been unsightly storage areas and 
leakage of chemicals/oil from the containers. 
The livestock farms in Hong Kong are causing organic pollution to rivers, streams and some 
bay areas though they have been controlled to a certain degree. 
Urban environment 
Hong Kong is still undergoing a high level of environmental stress and strain. Victoria Harbor is 
the most representative case which already encroached upon by a series of reclamation that 
started in the last century, the distance between the two sides is getting shorter and shorter. 
Somebody just joked that Victoria harbor will eventually become Victoria Channel! 
Also, the Victoria Harbor has been saved to some degree from recipient of much of Hong 
Kong's sewage by its strong tidal currents. Without this it would have suffered a severe biologi-
cal death. Fortunately, the government has finally introduced a long-term Sewerage Treatment 
Plan. 
Other outstanding facts include the air, water and waste pollution. 
Asia Pacific and the Environment, Investigating the Future, Report NO. Q 148 
Business International AsiaiPacific Ltd. 1992 
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The Fourth Review of the White Paper 1989 
This Fourth Review takes stock of progress made towards targets set out in the 1989 White 
Paper and the additional targets set in the subsequent reviews. Also, presents plans under each 
functional program area of air, water, noise and waste; pursues the concept of sustainable 
development and addresses Hong Kong's contributions to regional environmental protection 
are being review. 
This is the last review of the 1989 White Paper. Apart from providing a basis for the preparation 
and discussion of our strategic environmental policy options for the next century, it also serves 
as the precursor to the next White Paper on the Environment - Hong Kong's Agenda 21 . 
The next White Paper will be the blueprint for the preparation of strategies, plans and policies 
for sustainable development in the 21 st Century. The findings and recommendations of the 
SUSDEV 21 Study will fit into the framework of Hong Kong's Agenda 21 . 
Plans for Environmental Protection and Conservation 
The main actions for the next two years are presented in the forms of integrated plans which 
cover the following key issues: 
1. Planning against pollution, including implementing the Environmental Impact Assessment 
Ordinance. 
2. Prevention and control of air, water and noise pollution, outlining the current progress of 
various control strategies and forthcoming plans to improve environmental quality. 
3. Waste management strategies focusing on the Waste Reduction Plan. 
4. Progress on conservation of energy, natural environment and bio-diversity. 
5. Community awareness and environmental education as well as support to 
industry. 
6. Implementation of the polluter pays principle and use of economic instruments for environ-
mental protection. 
7. Update on regional co-operation, including the work done by the Hong Kong-Guangdong 
Environmental Protection Liaison Group and participation in international for such as APEC. 
http;llwww.pe/b.gov.hklfouthlmain.htm#p/ans 
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3.2 Problems in Existing Government 
Policy 
• Short-sightedness of government officials in deal-
ing with environmental issues and their basic con-
cepts are sometimes wrong. They have misunder-
standing about environmental protection. 
Smoggy Hong Kong 
• The government needs to educate its own official in 
environmental protection and conservation and then 
they could carry out the plan. The government should 
setup an example for the others in environmental 
issues. 
• The government mainly focus on law and legislation 
and overlooked the environmental education to the 
general public and also at school level There is some 
environmental education in the primary and sec-
ondary schools but they are piece-meal and not sys-
temized. The school children are aware of the seri-
ousness of this issue and they don't have an over-
view of the global and local agenda of environmen- Air pollution 
tal issues. 
• The environmental government now pursuing is 
piece-meal and not systemized. The campaigns only 
held for a short period of time in some housing es-
tates and schools that they impact is not strong. 
• The government should put more emphasis in envi-
ronmental protection and conservation together with 
the economic and financial development of Hong 
Kong 
• The government should put more effort and money 
in promoting the environmental concern in the gen-
eral public. Healthy lung 
• The government should introduce and apply tougher 
laws in environmental protection and conservation. 
• The government's activities has lack coordination, 
focus and innovative ideas. 
3.3 Hong Kong Crisis 
• Air pollution 
• Waste disposal Diseased lung due to air pollution 
• Water especially marine pollution 
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3.4 Environmental Groups and Institu 
tions in Hong Kong 
Government based 
Two Environmental Resources Centers--- in Wan 
Chai and Tsuen Wan 
Existing facilities and services of ERe 
• Bilingual environmental situation information system 
on a touch screen computer 
• A small reference library 
• Small display and exhibition area with display boards 
• Small computer room with AV facilities 
• Free guided tours for schools, voluntary agencies 
and community groups 
• Stamp franking service: visitors can pick up souve-
nir envelopes and get them franked with the 
WCRERC's image in the eye of an artist 
• Sale of government environmental publication 
• Leaflets and booklets produced by the Environmen-
tal Protection Department, Environmental Campaign 
Committee, and various voluntary green groups will 
also be displayed for collection by the public. 
Problems 
(concluded from interviews with users and various voluntary Green 
Groups, and also observation of the centers on site) 
• Out-dated and passive approach 
• Inappropriate building type 
• Passive activities and space 
• Lack of space for activities 
• Not a comprehensive center 
• Environmental unfriendly 
• Not enough publicity 
Wan Chai ERC 
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Suggestions for an ideal ERe 
(concluded from interviews with users and voluntary Green Groups, and also observation of the centers on site) 
• Active approach 
• Sharp image to fit into the 21 st century 
• Spacious center 
• Active program and space 
• Flexible in spatial arrangement 
• Different spaces for different activities 
• Environmental friendly and intelligent building 
• User friendly center 
• More AV equipment 
Institution based (their research is mainly acadamic) 
1. Center of Environmental Technology Ltd. 
2. The Chinese University of Hong Kong, The Center for Environmental Studies 
3. City University of Hong Kong, Biology and Chemistry Department 
4. Hong Kong Baptist University, Center for Waste Recycling and Environmental Biotechnology 
5. Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Civil and Structural Engineering Department 
6. Hong Kong Productivity Council, Environmental Management Division 
7. Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Civil and Structural Engineering Depart-
ment, Institute for Environmental Studies 
8. Open Learning Institute of Hong Kong, Environmental Studies program 
9. University of Hong Kong, Center of Urban Planning and Environmental Management (CUPEM), 
Department of Civil and Structural Engineering, Kadoorie Agricultural Research Center 
1 O.United States-Asia Environmental Partnership 
Green Groups in Hong Kong(Voluntary) 
Apart from government and institutional organizations, there are some voluntary environmental 
groups in Hong Kong as well. The first one among them was established in mid-1970s which is 
the Conservancy Association. Then followed by The World Wide Fund for Nature and Friends 
of the Earth in early 1980s and also in late 1980s, there came the Green Power. Several smaller 
groups also formed at the district level around the same time including the Lamma Island Con-
servation Society and Green Lantau Association. In 1991, Permaculture Asia was established 
to promote sustainable development concepts among the public and business, and also came 
the Marine Conservation Society. Here in the following are some of them and their scope of 
work: 
1. World Wide Fund for Nature Hong Kong 
· development of Environmental Education Materials and Programs 
· Organizing Tours to Mai Po Marshes Wild Life Education Center and the Nature Reserve 
· undertaking conservation research projects 
2. The Conservancy Association 
· A resource center and library offers general information 
· organizing campaigns for community 
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3. Friends of the Earth 
· community education services 
4. Green Power 
· organizing symposiums and seminars 
· libraryl information services 
· research projects on government policy 
5. Greenpeace 
· organizing seminars 
· exert pressure on the government 
3.5 Thesis Proposal 
In view of the above world and Hong Kong situation, Hong Kong though is a developed "coun-
tries", its effort and effect in environmental protection and conservation is still weak, only at a 
developing country level. The government mainly focuses on the law and legislation part and 
overlooked the importance of environmental education both at school level and to the general 
public. Also, environmental research and technology development is essential. What has been 
done by the Center of Environmental TechnologyLtd. is not enough. 
Though now Hong Kong seems to be catching up in aspects of environmental education. The 
environmental consciousness of the general public is still very low, even if they have some 
knowledge, they would only talk and no actions are taken. They do not know how to start and 
where to find help. 
So the initial idea of the thesis is to further enhance the environmental aware-
ness of the general public as a supplement to Hong Kong's formal environmental 
education to be implemented by the government in the future, and also, develope 
the technology research aspect of environmental issues so that these technology 
and research would not be trandfered from other countries. 
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4.0 PRECEDENTS/CASE STUDIE 
4.1 Hong Kong case studies 







77 Tat Chee Avenue 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Simon Kwan & Associates 
HKIA Certificate of Merit 




Mission of the center: 
To assist companies in identifying practical and cost effective solutions to environmental 
problems, and to undertake research and implement programs which will have a positive 
impact on the Hong Kong and regional environment. 
Organization 
CET Ltd is a specialist environmental consultancy with a team of professional staff covering 
all major environmental disciplines and specialties. It is a private non-profit organization, 
founded in 1991 as the executive arm of the Private Sector Committee on the Environment. It 
is funded by some of Hong Kong's major business such as Hongkong bank, The Swire . 
Group, Hong Kong Telecom, Hutchison Whampoa, China Light and Power and the Kowloon-
Canton Railway Co-orporation. 
Target Group 
Mainly the business and industrial sector of Hong Kong. 
Funding and finance 
• The land was granted by the Urban Services Department 
• The design and construction was financed by the Jocky Club, Hong Kong Land and the 
Swire Group. 
• Operational expenditure comes from charges from the services the center provide and 
private sponsors. 
Service provided: 
• Independant Environmental Auditing 
• Design and Implementation of Environmental Management systems 
• towards ISO 14001 certification 
• Supplier Auditing 
• Environmental Assessments of Buildings (HK BEAM) 
• Energy Audits 
• Training and seminars-- CET develops customised training courses on a variety of 
subjects which can be conducted at CET or at the client site, eg: 
1. General and sector specific environmental awareness training 
2. Environmental Management Systems (EMS) 
3. Application of clean technology 
4. Packaging 
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5. Eco-Iabling + Eco-design of products 
6. Energy Efficiency in buildings 
7. Research + Feasibility Studies 
• Consultancy services on environmental issues 
• Technology transfer services including: 
1. Identifying technological solutions for specific environmental problems for local firms 
2. Technology demonstrations and exhibitions for local and international providers 
3. Clean technology promotion workshops for local and international providers 
4. Market demand and feasibility studies for local and international Providers 
• Annual business and industry environmental conference 
• Publish quarterly magazine of "Eeo-Advantage" 
• Publish environmental guidelines for business and industry. 
Facilities of the center 
It provides 40,000 sq. ft. of space for exhibition, conference and business office. The CET is 
highly visible to business and industry, and is available for short or long term rental. 
• Business offices for general administration 
• Environmental business offices available on the first and second floors of the building. 
Preferential rates will be offered to companies engaged in activities relating to environ-
mental matters. 
• 160-seat auditorium 
• exhibition hall and booths 
• equipment demonstration hall (raw space-220sq.m) for the demonstration of environ-
mental technology and services 
• conference and seminar rooms 
Publications 
• Eco-Labelling Guidebook 
CET and HKPC are developing a comprehensive guide to international legislation and 
trends related to the use of transportation-packaging. 
• Packaging Guidebook 
Eco-Advantage bilingual quarterly magazine that aims at keeping business and industries 
informed on topical environmental issues and trends, new environmental technology, inno-
vations of environmentally benign or low impact products, manufacturing and management 
process and case studies of business initiatives towards sustainable development. 
Other environmental projects completed (for Governments, private sector clients inHK and 
Internationally) only some of the projects are listed here. 
1. Environmental Protection Department (EPD) Waste Reduction Hotline (97-98); 
2. HKAwards for Industry: Environmental Performance Awards (over 40 companies audited 
since 1991); 
3. EMS/Compliance audits; 
4. ECO-Label Guidebook; 
5. OPC's Training; 
6. China Light & Power Environmental Awareness Training Package (96). 
7. Chaired ISO 14000 Technical Committee for the Hong Kong Quality 
8. Assurance Agency (HKQAA) (1996-97); 
9. Member ISO 14000 liaison committee includes HKID, HKEPD, HKQAA, 
10. HKPC and CET currently provides.; 
11. Technical support and review to HKQAA (1997 to date) 
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Special design feature of the center 
Circular building 
• The design that harmonized with the corner site lo-
cation, elimination angles that would have been cre-
ated by a rectangular or square building 
• Circular shape building which has the least surface 
area for the volume enclosed within so this form will 
minimized heat gain and materials consumption. 
Materials 
• Earth tone building fac;ade blends into the surround-
ing environment as well as an attempt to produce a 
more "down to earth" building. 
• The materials used were also kept basic: concrete, 
glazed tile, reconstituted stone, glass, and steel. 
Central atrium 
• "Doughnut" center a large open square atrium 
is created which is topped with a pyramid-shaped 
skylight. 
• The pyramid roof on top of the atrium provides an 
extra layer of inSUlation for the internal windows, so 
that they are effectively double-glazed, thus reduc-
ing heat transfer and the noise of low flying 
aircraft.(NB: the airport has been moved since 1998 
July 6) 
• The pyramid is raised from the building roof to cre-
ate an air gap so that the atrium is naturally venti-
lated; warm air escapes at the top of the space, draw-
ing cooler air in at the bottom. 
• The hole in the middle also allows the use of double-
wall system to help control the temperature and 
saves energy. 
Fenestration 
• Windows in the external wall is minimized to reduce 
heat gain except for the sides facing north and south 
where the curve walls are squared off by large pic-
ture windows. These tinted windows are terraced 
outwards to provide shading for each other. 
• "Doughnut" center a large open square atrium 
is created which is topped with a pyramid-shaped 
skylight. This brings in natural lighting into the 22m 




2nd floor plan 
The atrium 




.. , .... ' '?\ Vl:ftl'.!If'l~ 
~~r-.f:f~~~~ ,. / 
Section showing environmenrtal treatment 
Conclusion 
However, due to the funding and limited resources, there is something CET has not done so 
successfully: 
widespread environmental awareness and adoption of environmental measure and prac-
tices by companies 
further promotion of Environmental Management System 
difficult to ask the businessmen in invest in the environmental aspect 
environmental technology in Hong Kong 
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Tsim Sha Tsui East 
E. Verner Johnson & Associates 
P & T Architects and Engineers (HK) 




Organization and program 
The site is about 13500sq.m and 7500 sq.m are allo-
cated to the exhibits, with the remaining space as of-
fices and public facilities, including: 
• a 300 seat lecture theatre 
• computer room 
• classroom 
• laboratory 
• social room 
• lobby 
• snack bar 
• book shop 
• open-air public plaza 
In the design of the museum, exhibit designers were 
involved to give suggestions. 
The plan is of open concept plan, with no barriers or 
other crowd control devices. Visitors are free to wonder 
from one display to another with the basic pedestrian 
circulation route indicated by variations in floor pattern. 
There is a planning grid concept of 4.5 m which gives 
the museum flexibility for future expansion in the future. 
The circulation spine and exhibit grid are expressed on 
the exterior building finish as well. 
There are over 500 exhibits and the maximum allow-
able number of people at one time is 2000. About 60% 
of the exhibits are "hand-on" exhibits which the visitor 
could touch. There are five major exhibition areas. 
1. Orientation 
2. Science Arcade 








- Food science 
- Home technology 
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4.2 foreign case studies 
4.2.1 Energy resource Centerl 
Southern California Gas Company 
Location: Downer, California, USA 
Architect: WLC Architects 
Energy Conservation 







El Environmental Enterprises 
Energy Star Building 
Southern California Gas Company 
-USD$7, 900, 000 
To serve as a one-stop "idea shop" where customers 
can find the most efficient, cost-effective, and environ-
mentally sensitive solutions to their energy needs. The 
ERC advances environmental innovation in the technol-
ogy exhibits as well as through the design of its con-
struction. 
Project overview 
It is a facility that showcases leading-edge, energy-effi-
cient environmental technologies in its design and con-
struction as well as through the programs presented. The 
center was built to serve as a national clearinghouse of 
information on energy conservation and environmental 
technology. 
The Building is 80% recycled, with over three-quarters 
of its components made from recycled content. The ERC 
showcases innovations in resource efficient designs, 
materials, and equipment to help consumers make in-
formed choices about energy consumption and conser-
vation. 
The center is a visual show-place for resou rce conser-
vation: from its recycled buildings and site and its "new" 
recycled materials, to its education facilities that demon-
strate energy efficient strategies with the most current 
technologies. 
It is built by dismantling sections of the existing building 
and newly fabricating others. It includes an 800sq.m ex-
hibition hall with a dozen specialty rooms available for 
meetings, workshops, demonstrations, and presenta-
tions. It also provides technical help and information, 
computerized equipment simulations, state-of-the-art 
audio-visual and teleconferencing facilities, and air quality 
and environmental permitting assistance. 
The ERC 
The electric conduits were 
carefully stacked for reuse 
Recycled wood floor came 
a San Francisco warehouse 
that damaged after earthquake 
Ground floor plan 
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Jligh RenKtive RoofiltJ: S~tC'IIIS • 
Reduees heat ahsnrption and 
conditjOllins: loads. 
Skylight and Trnnslucenl Wi,nduIW--_ 
wans· Pmmote nalural day lighting. 
and miuces energy cODlumption and 
air-conditioning loads. 
.:ltIfrior Insulation aDd Finish System. 
J>rovldn ellcellml ill5l1"'lioll mvdope 
and creales uw bUildi~a~~ima~l:~e'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m;iii 
E#~t.~ 
Adaplable ,\rchilCClurf • ""clIihl,, -----..-
\)Uildine syslelnS aael in( ... slruclurf 
allow for fulure orulnlu'iolUlJ chanee 
and adaplion lu aew .echnolngiu. 
lIybrid I\Il!ChaniCllI Systems - Combine 
·!ldvanl.ges of Indirect/direct, 
absorplion chiller IIntl dL'Sicnnt uses 10 
creale optimum imlnor enviroRments. 
ElIpandable Compuler .:nergy 
Managemenl Syslem - AdllplS 10 
chanttintt building IIVAC demand 
and new tec'hn,oJI);l:ics.-, 
Indoor Air Qllality - Rcsulls from 
hybrid IIV,\C system,. lAcI by using 
non-CFC and Iow·loxic finishes and 
co.ting~ 
Facility Concept • Allow~ (or fulure 
addilion of new envirnnmenlal 
ttchnolos:ics Ind fealures. 
.. ---T·R (:omp:lct l'luorescent T.il:ht 
Fixtllres - C.ontributes 10 premiulII 
ene'1O' 58vin~ 
I.ow "e" Iligh Performance Glazin& • 
Furlher reduces ht:ll gain. 
Sectional perspective through building 
showing primary environmental featurtes 
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The center was designed to provide the building owner with energy information, and to assist 
over 20,000 customers from various background that includes commercial and industrial busi-
nesses; facility and plant managers; engineers; architects and designers; contractors; residen-
tial, commercial, and industrial developers and builders; and technical and trade school pro-
grams etc. 
Major rooms 
The Climate control Center Room 
Natural Day-lighting Room 
Residential Room 
Food Services Equipment center 
Large Equipment Room 
Combustion Room 
Natural Gas Vehicle Room 
Environmental Objectives 
As a starting point toward the establishment of clear environmental objectives, a written docu-
ment containing specific environmental requirements that forms part of the contract with the 
drawings. The manual includes the owner's Environmental Statement, followed by the Contractor's 
Environmental Commitment Statement, a summary of environmental work, and a section on 
Construction Site Recycling Procedures. 
Construction Methodologies 
The construction phase involves a number of other important environmental considerations, 
such as soil protection, dust minimization, preservation of existing land resources like trees, 
shrubs, vines and top soil, and adherence to stringent self-imposed noise regulations. The 
construction contractor was required to make an environmental commitment that was outlined 
in a contractual agreement. 
Construction site recycling procedures were also outlined in the Environmental Project Manual. 
Recommendations were outlined within this section for the appointment of a construction waste 
co-ordination and or the handling of materials. 
Environmental Economics 
1. Life cycle cost 
2. Grants and rebates 
3. Energy conservation 
4. Building envelop insulation 
5. Glazing 
6. Heating and cooling systems 
7. Lighting 
8. Air quality 
9. Ventilation systems 
10. Material toxicity 
11. Resource conservation 
12. Deconstructed materials reuse 
13. Recycled or sustainable Natural content 
14. Purchasing guidelines 
15. Manufacturer's environmental impact 
16. Embodied energy 
17. Post occupancy evaluation 
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5.2 SITE, CONTEXT & APPRAISAL 
5.1 Site Selection 
Criteria 
1. Easily accessible 
2. Urban site with close proximity to 
general public 
3. Recycle use of site, may be on 
redeveloped areas 
4. Large flow of people 
5. High profile and exposure 
Comparison of two sites: 
Quarry Bay Country Park 
--Zoning:GIC 
--Urban site with in country park context 
Surrounded by greenaries with only 15 
minus walk from the crowded urban area 
--Virgin site which used to be perennial 
plantation 
--Good environment, quiet and there is 
plenty of space 
--Most of the people going there are regular 
visitors to the country park 
--Medium exposure and profile, lots of 
publicity needed 
--Good visibility to views 
Causeway Bay old building district 
-Zoning:Residentiall Commercial 
-Total urban site in a major urban center 
Easily accessible by all means of transporta-
tion 
--Most likely redeveloped site 
--Most likely crowded and limited space only 
--All kinds of people ranging from teenagers 
to middle-aged or even elderly 
--High profile, easily catch the attention of 
people 
--Poor visibility to views 
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seway 
CAUSEW4Y &4Y 
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5.2 Site Location 
After comparing the two sites, Causeway Bay is chosen because of it fits into most of the site 
selection criteria. However, the exact lot for the building is not yet fixed because it needs master 
planning. Only part of the site will be used for the center or the whole of the site depending on 
the mater planning, then the rest would be residential and commercial development 
The proposed site is behind Sogo department store where there are 5-storey old residential 
buildings. They will be redeveloped. 
The site now under Outline Zoning Plan is Residential ICommercial land use, application of 
change of land use to GIC is needed under Section 16 to the Town Planning Board. 
5.3 Assumption & Conclusion 
Since it is a site of very high land value, an assumption is made that the government deliberately 
chose the site as a demonstration of its determination in balancing the economic and financial 
growth with the environmental aspects of Hong Kong, and also, change of land use is permitted. 
The environmental center would be a supplement of the environmental education in school 
level and to educate the general public as a whole. 
5.4 Social & Economical Context 
Economically speaking, it is a very important area of Hong Kong, it is the shopper's paradise of 
both the locals and tourists. It is a mix-use zone of residential and commercial with lots of 
restaurants, retail shops and department stores. 
5.5 Urban Context 
Causeway Bay is a very special place in HK. It is a mix use zone of different landuse including 
residential, commercial, retail, entertainment, hotel and sport utilities. It also had a concentra-
tion of Japanese department stores. Causeway Bay is nick named" shoppers' paradise" selling 
all sorts of goods ranging from very cheap to designers' brands. In addition, it has a wide variety 
of Chinese and Western restaurants, pubs and bars and entertainment facilities. 
It is a place full of people, full of life all day and all night. During the day, the streets are 
crowded with day -time shoppers, people working there, tourists. At night, another group of 
people flux in. They are the after -work shoppers, residents, students, all coming to Cause-
way bay for fun and entertainment. 
However, apart from all this, Causeway Bay is also famous by its pollution. The air pollution 
index is always the highest among all the other stations. 
In short, this area is crowded, conjested and polluted. 
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6.1 Future of Hong Kong's Environmental Agenda 
Sustainable Development 
In 1999, after the end of the ten-year plan of the 1998 "white Paper", the government is planning 
on another "White Paper" Agenda 21 dealing with sustainability which will be 
issued in the year 2000. It is about planing for the future, distinguishing what can and cannot be 
solved and ensuring economic development without risk to future generation. 
The government had launched a study last September on "Sustainable Development for the 
21 st Century (SUSDEV 21)" which will be completed in September 1999 with an interim report 
due in this year's September. 
This study has 4 fundamental objectives: 
1. Getting the subject matter into the public domain 
2. Providing a tool for the government for decision making 
3. Making recommendations on institutional changes in government 
4. Setting targets and developing guiding values and indicators through consultation 
The consultation program was launched in the beginning of April. 
, '.' ';f~f'~im~ti~ntijgG~~":'. . . . ..... . 
. :T~~' (XivCl'nn:.Qnt.ofthct;ong 'Song 
Sp~daIAdm'~ i$fratiYClRegiQn ' •. • 
.. A-pnl 199a : '.,. :., , Sustainable Development 
In Hong Kong For the 21st Century SUSDEV 
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6.2 Client Profile & Funding 
Client Profile 
This center would be a joint venture between the government and private sectors and green 
groups of Hong Kong. They would form an independent committee with board of directors form 
the government (EPD) a, private sectors like the Swire Group, Hongkong Bank, China Light and 
Co. Ltd etc. to handle the daily operation and any other decisions making matters of the center. 
Environmental 
Protection ;'I '" 
Department "'I v 
Funding 
Green Groups Liason 
-Friends of the Earth 
> -Green Power < 
-Conservancy Assiciation 
-The World Widw Fund 
D 
Board of Directors 
D 
Independent Committee 
--Operation and decision 
making of the center 
A Private Business Sector 
~ 
The land would be granted from the Urban Services Department, the design and construction of 
the building would be financed partly by government and private sectors. 
As for the daily operation cost, it could be raised through public donation, charges for services, 
sales from book/gift shops and cafe and also private business sector sponsorship. 
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6.3 Mission Statement and Objectives 
Mission 
To raise the environmental awareness of the general public to make them more aware of 
and understand environmental issues in global and local perspectives, then to applytheir 
knowledge in daily lives to contribute to our environment. Also to research and develop 
on the environmental technology in Hong Kong 
Objectives 
To set up an integrated and proactive environmental center as supplement to the existing ones 
and school education to: 
1. Educate the general public about environmental issues and knowledge, to show them live 
and actual application of this knowledge and also provide advice on daily environmental 
issues. 
2. Catch up with international standard of environmental protection and conservation through 
environmental research 
3. Develop environmental technology of our own which could be applicable to Hong Kong and 





Name of the Center Gaia Center 
Research and 
Study 
Refers to modern environmentalism Gaia hypothesis of regarding Earth as if it were a single 
living organism a "superorganism", composed of interrelated parts. All parts help to regu-
late and balance the planet via feedback mechanisms, thus sustaining life, as we know it.( see 
2.3-Environmentalism and environmental Education) 
The name of the center is such that to remind people to respect the Earth and the planet as a 
living thing so that we should cherish and protect it at our best. 
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6.4 Schedule of Activities & Accommodation 
Functional Space Proposed Activities No. @Area(m2} Remarks 
Exhibtion/Display 
main exhibition hall permanent exhibition! display models 1 2000 
special display gallery speical works from workshop 1 150 
theme exhibition hall theme exhibition!demonstrations 2 @200 
experience corner real life experience about the environ- 1 200 
mentladvice given to public 
Information 
environmental library public use 1 150 
audio video center audio-visual equipment 1 150 
computer room for public use, information checking 1 100 
and exchange 
Teaching/Congress 
lecture hall/auditorium lectures, film shows 1 200 
classrooms environmental education! rental 3 @80 
workshop environmental art 1 100 
seminar rooms public gathering! rental 2 @50 
R & D Facilities 
offices/ laboratories research and development 1 1000 laboratory & 
office 
conference room formal meetings 1 50 interchaneable 
equipment · store room storage of large equipment 1 10 
reference library for internal use 1 50 
common room! pantry relaxation and socialization of staff 1 10 
general storage 1 10 
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Functional Space Proposed Activities No. 
General Office 
general office daily operation of the center 
building management office building management and renovation, 
rental of rooms and offices 
security control room security control 
pantry relaxation and socialization of staff 
general srore room 
Facilities 
green cafe healthy diet 
bookshop audio-visual equipment 
retail shop promote green consumerism 
Services 
printing room publishing of magazines 
toilet facilities 
refuse room 




R & 0 Facilities 
outdoor demnostration ( as appropriate) 
area 
outdoor gardenllandscape 




2750x30% ( Exhibition area) 
2665x20% ( others area) 
Total Gross Floor Area 
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6.5 Budget 
According to the "Construction Cost for Hong Kong", the building which is an institutional 
building does not seems to belongs to any catagory, so the calculation would not be accu-
rate. However, thecost would be calculated when more precise data are given or found. 
The costruction cost material is thus included for reference, see below. 
' I ' 
~'~' ~ ':'~'\ .~;:~,' ... (' ;'~ ( ,~~t.:'~{')~"~ .: :(.'),, ;,;:.::; ~ :::" .';~;:~ ,! ,,i,;.r:,:: (~ . ~: ",.;. r:; ', 
" DESCRWTION " 
DOMESTIC : 
LOw cost housing, high rise" " 
, Average standard apartnients, high rise 
Luxury apartments, bigh rise ' " 
Terniced houses ', -
Individu3I prestige houses .,. , 
OFFICE/COMMERCIAL " 
Average standard offices, high nse ' , ' ) 
Prestige offices, high rise , ~S_h_oP~p_in_g_C_en_tr_es~,  ______ ~ __ ~~ __ ~I 
INDUSTRIAL ' 
Light duty flatted factories, 7.5 kpa'(150 lb.) loading ' 
Heavy duty flatted factories arid warehouses, 15 kpa 
BUILDING ' 
4,915, -' 5,265 
" 9,200 ~ , 9,700 
9,500 , - 12,240 
" , 
, 9,040 - 10,480 
12,820 ' up 
8,825 - ,9,600 
12,050' up 
8,700 , ~ 11,590 
" 
' ,' 5,060, - 5,140 
5,660 ~ 6,410 
HK$!m1 , , 
, , 
", SERVICES TOTAL 
" 
785 ' ~ ' 1,135 ' 5,700- ' 6,400 
1,800:-, :2,300 ' 11,000 ,. 12,000 
2,000 - 2,760, 11,500 · ' 15,000 
1,460 - 2;020 '10,500 ,. f2,500 ' 
, i,680- ,2,560 14,500 ~p , ' 
I 
! 
• . ' I 
2,725 -3,900 : 11,550 - '13,500 
,3,450- ,4,740" 15,500 ' ' up 
2,850 ,- 3,910 11,550 - 15,500 , ' 
, ! 
" 
.1,440;.; 1,860 ,, 6,500 - 7,000 ' 
i 
'1,440- 2,090 '7,100 ~' 8,500 
, 6,640 - : 7,~9O ' 1,860 -: 3,010 8,500 ~ 10,500 
. ,(300 lb.) loading 
, Owner operated factories, low rise I ' 
~~--~~----------~~--~--~~I 
, HOTELs 
" 3-stai budget hotels inclusive of F.E & E. 
5~star luxurybotels, ditto " 
OTHERS 
Carparks, above ground , 
primary' ~d SeCondary Schools 
,Student hostels 
Sports Clubs inclusive of EE & E. 
" Costs are at 4tb Quarter 1997 levelS. Hong Kong building 
, ' ~stS ar.e e,xpected to inc~e by approximately ,1.17% per 





10,580 -12,470 3.420 . -A,030 14,000 - 16,500 ' 
16,030 up 3.470 ~ 4,700 19,500 up 
" 
3,890~ , 4,020 910 - ,1,480 . 4,800 '· ,5,500 
, 5.470 ;. 6,050 ' '1,030 -. , 1,450 ' , 6;500- 7,500 
, 6,750 - 8,300 1,650 ,. 2~200 8,400 '. 10,500 
, 10,3t'0 - 14,650 3,190 ~3,850 ', 13,500, - 18,500 
~ . ' .' . .' 
'Refer to our quarterly issue of Cost 'Data fpr'the most recent" , 
'cost information. ' 
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APPENDIX 
1.0 GOVERNMENT ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY BRIEF 
2.0 IDEA ORIGIN 





Senior Architect of ASD-Mr Raymond Fung 
Swire Property Ltd. 
5.0 JURY'S COMMENT 
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1.0 Idea Origin 
The origin idea comes from wanting to do something in Causeway Bay. There is a disjoint 
between the Victoria Park and the shopping areas of Causeway Bay, and there is a poosibility of 
settint up linkages between them to bring the greeeries and fressness of the park to the ever 
crowded, polluted commercial, mix-used centers. the very first idea is to set up green linkges 
fron the Victoria Park to Sogo triangle and to Times Square. Then there is a dialogue among 
these areas and the greenaries could extend from the park sprwaling into the mix-use zones 
and hence th eenvironment could be improved. 
However, doing this would be more of planning and landscaping and we are required to set up 
a building in the thesis. So the next step to look at Causeway Bay from other aspects trying to 
find the need of the place, what does it lack and how could it be make better. Charecteristices of 
the area, its problems, advatages, disadvantages were being studied. The place seems to be 
fine, in its own equilibrium in terms of buildings, itys type and thought there is something missing 
there, nothing urgent. 
Then th econclusion derived that the place is almost the most polluted area in Hong KOng with 
a high profile and ih Hong KOng environmental issues are always overlokked or bypassed by 
commercial/profit driven decisions. It would be a good idea to do something or builing concern-
ing environemntal issues in Cause"vay Bay-----an environmental center or environmental 
inastallation will fit. Attached is a simpled flow chart of the flow of ideas. 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































y e m e w with the Conservancy Association 13- October,1998 
MISS Cheung Li Ping General Secretary 
’ present situation in environmental protection or issues compared 
to other developed countries in Europe and North America. 
I S m r r i r j r r 治 o f HK people have improved a lot from the last ten years but 
fn ？丨gh. T^e agency was set up 30 years ago in HK whereas it is one of the pioneers 
in environmental protection issue in HK, there is always a small group of people in HK who are 
aware of this issue but the general public may not. ^ ^ 叩 wno are 
^he people know what is called environmental protection but they do not have the incentive to 
actua丨丨y get involve in .t. This is partly of the environmental education policy in HK Miss (：^二^ 
r ^ r n l n ' ' ？ c e when she was in America, the people environmental consciousness in waste 
reduction is higher and they actually do the right thing even as a little kid. It had become a habit 
3 custom. ‘ 
There is community education and school education 
The habit of people, if everybody is doing environmental friendly thing, then it would be-
come a trend or social pressure for the others to follow. 
Government is not doing enough in various aspects including education, campaign and law 
and legislation without a clear mission, vision and time-table in particular 
the environmental campaign in HK is only piecemeal and periodical which most occur in 
hjDusmg estates and schools and lasts for a short period of time. There is no long-term 
planning and systematic ways of carrying out these things. 
th，officials in the Government have misunderstanding about environmental issues which on V refers to snmp in xA/acf^ ： ^ i • only refers to some example in waste management in Hong Kong 
The officials are breauracratic and think that to carry out environmental campaign or policy 
^ould hinder the economic development of HK. The officials need environmental education 
themselves. But this is gradually changing and they are willing to accept education and 
criticism now. 
Comment on the existing Environmental Resources Center-Tsuen Wan (the association 
IS currently running the Tsuen Wan ERC) 
an ironic situation 
the center used to be an old building which is renovated to become an ERC. However as it 
IS done by the ASD, they have misunderstanding about environmental protection the build-
ing IS hardly environmental friendly. Some of the equipment used is not energy efficient and 
the final product could not be recycled, e.g. the fax machine and the papers it used 
. T h e historical building does not match with the high tech. Renovations and the fire access 
is not enough etc. 
There is not enough space and room for carrying out various activities such as exhibitions 
(topic orient) and seminars. The library is not enough and there are no seats for the AV 
equipment. 
The agency only takes part in the administration and activities organization process There 
is not enough freedom. 
Funding is by the ECF. 
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膽 a t is the criteria of an ideal center? 
• I f i r j P a c e ’ enough rooms for exhibition for specific topic in environmental issues which 
IS to be changed from time to time 
a seminar room for discussion by the party to visit 
large library to keep updated information 
AV room for locally produced AV materials 
environmental friendly center with efficient use of energies 
the center need not be large but be good 
What and how to grasp the attention of general public? 
Used to be crisis/catastrophic events 
a well defined system to change the habit of people 
S s ^ m e t o i ^ ' action whatever but be bold and attention seeking, a building would do 
a systematic approach regular to educate the general public through media 
The crisis in HK now 
air quality 
solid wastes how to treat them, reduce or recycle them. 
Site selection of center 
not much preference, would be good if located in urban areas, but if in suburb is also good 
they serve different purposes. 
mobile E R C — n o t suggested, because waste of resources, better to set up branches in 
various districts 
T/jere are many Green Groups in HK, what about the communication in between them? 
communication enough, they will meet regularly with the Government officials and have 
informal meetings. 
They jointly publicized in the ECO magazine. 
it would be good they have a common back up resources and data base, it seems now that 
it is enough from the Internet 
it is better to have different groups working on their own each focusing different aspect than 
all focusing on one and offer only one solution. It is better to have many solutions for a 
problem bio-diversity. 
Better not to have a fixed meeting place in order to be more flexible. 
Financial sources of the agency 
• public donation 
• Environmental Campaign Committee to fund the projects 
• Consultant fee from companies they work for 
• Fund raising events to companies and general public. 
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Interview with Green Power (tel) 13th October 1 QQfi 
Man Chief Executive Officer October, 1998 
二 K present Situation in environmental protection or issues compared 
to other developed countries in Europe and North America. 
S n n T n f s i t u f on 丨s very bad, though it is a developed country, the environmental protec. 
二 二 二 丨 二 ? r T w。rse than a developing country. The index of sustainability of develop-
r 。 二 n n L s产 government's policy in environmental protection and conservation, over-
l l ^ ^ Z l ^ ' e g” extensive reclamation. Also, the law enforcement of environmental issues is 
enough some of them are even guiltiness only, there is no common index for environ-
mental issues such as the preservation of trees. 
Tougher law enforcement 
Develop a comprehensive and change the direction of existing policy 
Be more long-term in the environmental policies 
To set up an environmental account 
Comment on the existing Environmental Resources Center 
Passive approach 
Better than none 
What is the criteria of an ideal center? 
active approach center 
environmental friendly maximizing the use of renewable energy e.g., solar power and natu-
ral ventilation 
sharp and clear image for the next century 
interactive facilities and multimedia equipment, such as video conferencing and live trans-
missio 门 
computerized 
rooms for classes and workshops and exchange programs 
Flexible facilities and equipment 
What and how to grasp the attention of general public? 
• A suitable center for the public to fit into their needs 
Flexible facilities and equipment 
Site selection of center 
In urban areas 
Reuse the place such as in some redeveloped areas and abandoned docklands 
mobile ERC better than none, not much meaning and effect 
.彻 port/Appe 她X 55 
T/iere are many Green Groups in HK，what about the communication in between them? 
IJTrlll^f^I^^t^gesnoijgh，they will meet regularly with the Government officials and have 
. T h e r e is a Green Group Liaison formed by the World Wide Fund, Friends of the Earth The 
Conservancy Association and Green Power They will join to organize c a m p a i g n s . , 
Financial sources of the agency 
public donation 
Environmental Campaign Committee 
？r.‘，n mentioned that their association is planning on a new Environmental Resources Center 
r because there is no funding so fan the center will not be built When ask about more details 
he said that it is inconvenient to tell because it is not yet fixed 
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In temew with the Greenpeace 15^ October. 1998 
敝 Clement Leung Campaigner ： 
fnZn^^H^ about 二K present Situation in environmental protection or issues compared 
to other developed countries in Europe and North America. 
Hnnrfl^nn''""'®!!^^' f'^!：^" Hong Kong is the same as the developing countries though 
= = e = ! 。 p P = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ is no systematic development and policy, the environ-
. N o systematic policy, e.g. In education. Education of environmental issues should start 
from very small, e.g.in Primary school 
The EPD is still at the level of waste disposal and is not up to the standard 
There is no intact Eco system protection 
‘ ， 、 b e h i n d in air pollution, e.g. 50 years behind in the introduction of LPG taxis and the 
black smoke control of vehicles. 
. T h e government put their focus mainly on the economic and finance of Hong Kong and 
overlooked the importance of environmental issues. The environmental issues would even-
tually affect every one of us and become a social burden if not tackle immediatelv and 
properly. ‘ 
Allow more public involvement in policy making 
EPD need more execution and law enforcement power 
Tougher law enforcement 
Education of government officials on the environmental issues 
Comment on the existing Environmental Resources Center 
Existing center too passive 
Not user friendly 
What is the criteria of an ideal center? 
Environmental friendly and intelligent 
Energy efficient 
Use renewable energy as much as possible 
The building should be a live demonstration some environmental issues 
Interactive and active center 
Educate the government as well as the public 
Could be a tourist attraction 
Mobile center good, reach more people and could be use again and again 
What and how to grasp the attention of general public? 
Promotion 
By means of negative example 
The crisis in HK now 
air quality 
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Site selection of center 
not in nature so as not to disturb it 
probably in redeveloped areas in accordance with the idea of recycle and reuse 
one is enough 
T/iere are many Green Groups in HK, what about the communication in between them? 
Always room for more communication 
They sometimes form allies in a campaign 
Financial resources of the agency 
public donation only 
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Interview with three form six students 12” October 1998 
At the Environmental Resources Center in Wan Chai ' 
What is purpose of visit? 
now has Liberal Studies and there is a section for environmental 
center long S J e ^^^ ^ ^isit to this center. One who live nearby knows about this 
二:?t。attract people/catch their attention to use this center and what is its problem 
materials out-dated and could not be borrow out 
lack of activities 
more information would be better 
more advertising from the Government 
more real model like AV materials, multi-media equipment 
more up-date Information 
interactive format 
large scale development like that of Science Museum, 
site preferably in urban areas. 
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November, 1998 
Miss Lisa Lam Director 
Organization and operation of the Center of Environmental Technology Limited (CET). 
I^is，non-profit environmental consulting and information company setup in 1991 The aim is to 
二 f y practical and cost-effective solutions to environmental problems L industries 
^ercial businesses and to promote environmental awareness among business sectors 
It IS run by the Private Sector Committee on the environment with no involvement from the 
government which has a board of directors from various business companies The center is 
considered as the executive arm of the committee. 
At this stage, the center has 13 staff, 8 of them environmental professionals. 
Funding of the center? 
government only grants the land for the building to be built and the private sector includinq 
广 j i g k o n g Bank, the Swire Group and the Jocky Club donates funds to the construction of the 
building. 
As for operational cost it mostly comes from the charges of the services the center provides and 
sponsorship from private companies. 
The scope of work of CET. 
Offers environmental training course for general public to enroll and customized course for 
employees of private companies. 
Used to have demonstrations but due to tight budget and shortage of resources, the dem-
onstrations have stopped now. , 
Arrange exhibitions and conferences with international speakers. 
Provide practical environmental solutions and consultation to business sectors 
Provide technology transfer service 
Some small scale research depends on the demand of the market 
Publish guidebooks on various topics resulting from research studies, e.g. Guidebooks for 
packaging, eco-labeling. 
Do you think the CET is successful in expecting what it needs to do? If not why? 
K has made some reasonable impact to the business community. However, wide spread envi-
ronmental awareness and adoption of environmental measure and practices by companies 
specially among the SME's have not been achieved. This is due primarily to lack of a govern-
ment environmental policy and the constraints of funding and resources. 
Problem of government policy. 
The legislation is enough, but the enforcement is not strong 
• The government is not really committed in dealing with Hong Kong business environmental 
issues 
Shortsightedness 
• Low environmental awareness of the general public and the government need to do more in 
environmental education especially in schools. 
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do CET wants to do most and not yet successfui. 
. S r a h e ^ r r 二 • ？ .?f Env’•二ental Management System (EMS), the consultation part is 
i ^ ien lJTa iS^ ” ^ ^ ^ difficult to convince the businessmen to invest in the environ-
Environmental technology development in Hong Kong. 
The crisis in HK now 
air quality 
solid waste how to treat them, reduce or recycle them 
Coastal water quality 
u 
Interview with Mr Raymond Fung, Chief Architect ofASD(tel) 
13"^  November, 1998 ’ 
What is your design concepts for the Environmental Resource Center in Wan Chal? 
There are lots of them, some are in the details. 
冗 “ ― ^ O r i g i n a l l y the center used to be an post office and the access was in the front 
t h 二 ^ y have further developments, the architect proposed to create another 
二 r ^ n 丨丨ghtly。什 the side and make the people going there passing through a smal 
garden then by means of level difference to the center. Thus create a sense of peace^ufness 
二nd naj^ ure in the middle of a crowded region—an oasis in the crowded city. Also, the Hope WeH 
supportive of this idea since a part of the entrance area and garden is their 
二二 P ？ a b o u t the garden/park, it is deliberately made that it resembles the 
natural environment with a small pond and there is a wall against the deep slope behind The 
materials used is also environmental, natural and local. The stone mill has an ever going mean-
丨 ng, never to stop. However, the architect's original idea of "letting go of the animals ” inthe pool 
was not successful as a result from objections from other parties. 
Interior——For \he interior of the building, (there is the main idea of recycle of the building its 
space and the settings inside it) things are kept to be where they are and minimal changes are 
IT ct injects new functions and programs to the original space and furniture eq 
tf^e old GPOboxes are now used as mail boxes for newsletters of various green groups and 
storage shelf of environmental related readings. Natural and environmental friendly materials 
were used. There is different color for different space and equipment, furniture to give them their 
character and the colors also resemble the five basic elements of nature in Chinese concept-
•—gold, wood, water, fire earth. 
bVa/? Bo At the entrance, there is a wood badge inscribed on it the name of the center-
•Wan Bo( in ancient Chinese character) meaning environmental. It had inspired the 
logo of the center and other features as that of the pattern of the iron gate. The architect delib-
erately want to create a space that is environmental in a way that is related to our daily lives 
related to our culture and history, being environmental is not just law and legislation. , 
Comment on the environmental awareness of the general public and architects, how to 
improve on them? 
• Words speak louder than actions, mostly just talk and no action. The public has a certain 
degree of environmental awareness, but they only talk about the issue as if it is a fashion 
As for the architects, there are the constraints of developers and client. Market consider-
atio门 is a very important factor. 
There is the abuse of materials and space in architecture in Hong Kong 
Construction industry has wasted many materials and resources 
They should try to persuade the developer and clients first in the issue of environmental concern 
Use natural materia丨 and do not abuse the resources we have, eg, the abusive use of 
marble and often tear down and change again, shear wastage 
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Future of sustainable architecture 
= = 口 p o l i c y . The government has to be firm and determine in its envi-
Comments on government environmental policy 
• Commercial community driven by economic means. The businessmen have a great 
influence on government's policies. 
• The government has a different concept of environmental protection and conservation 
from the environmentalists: the government just thinks that by merely laws and legislation 
^ould solve the problem. Also, their focus is on the comfort of users and not from the 
basic Idea of saving energy or being environmental, e.g. the government's view on air-
con IS that they have to be clean and hence make the environment better Actually what 
IS more important is that the temperature should not be to low nor too high so that no 
energy is wasted. ^ 
The problem is in the execution of government policies 
B s a m s B 
18^November,1998 
you briefly describe the "green management" project in your company and what 
are the responses of the staff? 
ni lTth ' ' ' ^®' ! '®^ m f agement Limited has a designed Environmental manager. This person 
rPi^y。i |Cen ra 丨sed role in co-ordinating environmental licensing, monitoring and initiatives to 
raise the level of environmental awareness among the staff. 
new recruits to the company are showned a corporate environmental video which outlines 
t^e Swire Group s commiment to responsible business practices and gives an understanding of 
the potential impacts that the Group's business may have on the environment (local and global). 
It is intended that next year, in-house training seminars will be given to targeted staff to raise the 
level of environmental awareness. Currently initatives are disseminated through circulars and 
posters. The seminars will formalise these process. 
Why is the company so keen on the environmental issue? 
There are several seasons: 
1 • The Company is committed to ensuring that the Company's impact on the environment and 
ways of reducing that impact, are considered as an integral part of the business 
2. Often, though not always, it can save the company's money, whether, this be through initatives 
such as energy managemnet or waste reduction. It should be stressed however that even 
If a certain environmentally clean way of doing something is more expensive and perhaps 
uneconomic, the Company's is obliged to examine the feasibility of adopting such a prac-
tice, as this may be both in the public and our own self-interest. 
3. There may be a public realtions benefit for the Company. 
However, Miss Brich emphasize that the Company is undertaking this programme because 
there is awareness at the highest levels of senior management of the Company's responsibili-
ties to the environment. 
What could the government do to improve on its environmental policy? 
There should be an overall integrated strategy which looks at all aspects and develops a way 
forward. Presently policy apperas piecemeal. We must be creative to provide solutions to our 
environmental problems. 
Rigorous enforcement of laws with judges levying heavier fines. In general, fines are relatively 
low and this does not deter offenders, particularly repeat offenders. Environmental crimes are 
not viewed in the same light as other crimes and the impression given to the offender is that “ it 
is alright to pollute". Perhaps if the same judges continually tried environmental cases, and built 
up a level of experience and understanding of the issues, stiffer penalties may be enforced. 
How to catch the public's attention to make them more aware of the environment issue? 
School education, including it in curriculums as a core subject 
Involving the community directly e.g. through tree planting, reducing waste. 
Work place education and seminars 
Perhaps market it and sell it the same way that products are sold in shops It's 'cool to be 
green" 
K should be noted that changing people's behavior is very difficult, and a long-term process It 
can only be done with commitment from the whole community. 
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5.0 Jury Comments 
Jury Comment 1 28 September, 1998 
Thesis Title Balancing Causeway Bay 
Studio Instructor: Prof.Tim Nutt 
Studio Advisor: Prof. Ed Hoosen 
And some fellow students 
Jury's Comment 
-\|Vhat is Causeway Bay's real characteristics? Would adding new things or spaces to the 
place ruin th eflavor of Causeway Bay? 
-What is culture? Is it different from other form of activities? 
-Jump into conclusion too soon, should do more research. 
-How is Causeway Bay viewed by the people? 
-Could designs a view of seeing a place other than a building or a space 
-What IS art? How is it in relation to the place? Art is more or less a business 
-Should have a clearer vision 
-Push to limit with the ideas and vision. 
-"Balance" imply a missing part, be careful of the word 
-Architects point of view of space, try to include the people's thinking as well. 
Responses 
-More research needed to be done. 
-Clearer vision, refine the concepts. 
-Be clear of Causeway Bay's characteristics, whether good or bad. 
-Different people have different views on the issue, should justify the issue with evidence but 
this could only be done with more research. Concept or objective to be justified later. 
-Should starts with an urban theory and tries to test it out with the area. 
-Questionnaire is to be carried out in this week. 
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Jury Comment 2 16th Oct.,1998 
Thesis Title Environmental Center 
Studio Instructor: Prof. Tim Nutt 
Studio Advisor: Miss Conine 
Outside Critic: Miss Caroline 
And some fellow students 
Jury's Comment 
^positive about the change of focus from Causeway Bay to environmental issues it is a 
learning process 丨 
-jump too soon into conclusion in environmental building type 
-try to improve Causeway Bay from an environmental approach 
-set up some installations that could make people more aware of this issue e q neqative 
example ‘ ^ 
^should research more on the basic of environmentalism, e.g. earth, sky. ocean and try to 
incorporate them into Causeway Bay area. 
Responses 
-n^ore research needed to be done on the global context and basic elements of environmen-
talism 
-what Miss Caroline suggest seems to be more like installation art than architecture 
-will consider the environmental approach to Causeway Bay 
-clearer goal and mission statement 
-agreed with jury that jumps too soon into the building type, should do more research in order 
to decide and reach a more considered conclusion. 
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